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test bench
Smart watches

it’s time to eat your
heart out, dick tracy

Mark Harris unleashes his inner comic-book hero with watches that alert you to calls and texts
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PLANET
OF THE apps
Matt Bingham

BEST FOR TRADITIONALISTS

Cookoo £120
Of all the timepieces here, only the hefty Cookoo looks, feels and
acts like a traditional watch. It’s tough and waterproof, has
analogue hands and runs on a regular watch battery that
should last at least six months. The downside is there’s
no screen on which to read texts or display caller ID,
just a vibration alert, a beep or flashing icons for
calls, alarms and Facebook posts. A button activates
the ability to upload your location via Facebook and
control your phone’s music. Open up the iPhone app
and you can also use the watch as a remote trigger to
fire the phone’s camera. Text and email alerts are
promised; an Android version is due this summer.
Verdict Limited features but easy to use, good battery life.

HHHII
BEST FOR STYLE

driving

Pebble £110
High-tech watches connect over wireless Bluetooth to smartphones to deliver
messages and news, play games and even track your exercise. The Pebble is the
slimmest on test, with a plastic case and easy-to-find buttons. Its 1¼in
monochrome screen lasts around three days between charges and has a choice
of a dozen or so faces, including stylish text-based ones that spell out the
time. A free app for Android or iPhone takes just minutes to set up, and
once linked, the Pebble shows text messages as they arrive, using your
phone’s address book to identify the sender. It displays incoming calls
too, without names, letting you accept or reject them with the press
of a button (like all here, you can’t actually speak through the watch,
Dick Tracy-style). The Pebble can also pause and skip the songs
playing on your phone, and comes with basic games. Notifications of
tweets, Facebook and some email messages are currently optimised
for Android phones only, but more features are being added (see
panel). There’s a motion-sensitive backlight for night use too.

cookoowatch.com

BEST BUY
BEST FOR FITNESS FANS
smart
watcheS

Motorola MotoActv £150
The MotoActv is a square gadget that can be slipped out of its plastic watch strap
and into an armband or handlebar mount. It tells the time but is primarily an
exercise accessory, tracking your walks, runs or bike rides using its pedometer
and GPS. The 1.6in colour touchscreen flips easily between showing
the time, calories burnt, speed and distance or a map of
your route. It links to Android phones only, and
can also be used to screen incoming calls and
display texts, Facebook messages and tweets, as
well as showing the weather forecast. As a watch
it’s less useful, requiring a button press or
special wiggle of the wrist to light up the
screen, and needing a recharge almost
every day. It’s the only watch here not
waterproofed for swimming.

Verdict Clever, easy to use, and getting better all the time.

HHHHI

getpebble.com

Verdict Great for gym time, less so for
daily life — or the pool.

HHHII

motorola.co.uk

BEST FOR FUNCTIONS

Metawatch Strata £135

WATCH THIS SPACE . . .

The MetaWatch’s monochrome screen might be ugly and the layout is
cluttered, but the display is legible in even the brightest sunshine
and there’s a push-button night light. An app for Android or
iPhone (the iOS 6 version only) lets you customise the 1in display
with your calendar, local weather forecasts, stock quotes and
more, plus it can control your phone’s music in a way almost
identical to the Pebble. The MetaWatch also displays text
messages, incoming calls and the subject line of emails. Icons
show your phone’s battery level and warn you if the handset is
out of range, and Facebook and Twitter notifications are
promised to be coming soon. Battery life is around three days.

Like smartphones, smart
watches are as clever as the apps they run,
and at this time virtually all the apps
available for the models on test come
directly from the watchmakers. They let you
change the clock face, set alarms for events
in your calendar and potentially connect to
social media accounts.
However, Pebble, Cookoo and MetaWatch
are encouraging independent developers to
write apps. For example, Pebble and
MetaWatch are promising fitness apps that

Verdict As powerful (and as geeky) as having a PC on your wrist.
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metawatch.org

MOBILE GAMES
Tekken Card
Tournament
HHHHI
Free; Android, iPad,
iPhone. Age 9
Tekken, the veteran
beat-’em-up game, has
finally come to mobile,
but not in the form fans
may have expected.
Rather than offering
tournaments between muscle-bound blokes and curvy Japanese
ladies, in which fast fingers and button-bashing are key, this is a
“card battler”. The fighting involves building a virtual deck of
cards representing moves and attacks, and planning a strategy
for using them in sequence. Victory in the arena earns you coins
and credits to boost your deck and replenish your stamina (or
you can buy bundles of credits from 69p). Soon you will be able
to buy real-world cards too, with codes that you enter in the
game to add moves and characters to your deck. You can play
alone, but the real fun occurs when you fight other people online.

will feed GPS location data from your phone
to the watch, showing speed and distance
information. There is also a Pebble app in
production that shows the range to the next
hole on thousands of golf courses.
Which other apps get made will depend
on how popular these watches become.
They may also be affected by Apple, which
is rumoured to be releasing its own
voice-recognition smart watch this summer.
As yet, though, there is no confirmation that
the company will enter the market.

GAMES
Nimble Quest
HHHHH
Free; Android, iPad,
iPhone. Age 9

Mittens
HHHHI
£1.49, iPad; 69p, iPhone.
Age 9

Fire Emblem
Awakening
HHHHI
£33; Nintendo 3DS. Age 12

Independent developer
NimbleBit has had two
big hits with Tiny Tower
and Pocket Planes. Its
latest offering is just as
innovative and fun. Here,
NimbleBit’s trick has
been to take one of mobile gaming’s oldest titles — Snake, the
game that used to come with Nokia phones, in which you steer a
serpent around the screen — and match it to a conga line of
role-playing-game-style characters. So the “snake” is now an
ever-increasing collection of knights, pirates, wizards and so on,
each with their own powers. Your job is to swipe up, down, left
and right to change the direction of the head of the line, attacking
enemies and collecting gems in the process. It is fast and
compelling, although, unlike Snake, optional in-app purchases
(from £1.49) are available to speed your progress.

Disney came up with the cracking
Where’s My Water? in 2011, the
studio’s first original mobile game.
Its second attempt is just as good:
Mittens is a cute cartoon cat that
you have to make jump, bounce
and fly through the urban jungle to
collect food for himself and gifts
for the object of his desire, Mia, all
the while avoiding a fall off screen
or capture by various animal rivals.
The animation conjures up memories of Disney films such as
The Aristocats and Lady and the Tramp, and the 75 levels
(and some challenging puzzles) will provide plenty of depth for
new and experienced gamers alike. Swampy, the alligator star of
Where’s My Water?, is now appearing in Disney short films —
expect the same of Mittens. Stuart Dredge

Fantasy meets strategy and
adventure in one of the
strongest games yet for the
3DS. With war brewing
between the rival lands of
Ylisse and Plegia, a band of
evil warriors called the
Risen has appeared and
begun attacking towns
on both sides. Only
your plucky band of
guardians can repel
them. And so begins
this surprisingly
accessible take on
turn-based strategy —
where you move your

forces and then wait for the enemy to
respond in kind, as in a board game.
Your troops are an engaging gang
of stroppy knights, lovelorn archers
and narcissistic princes, and the
game works around the
relationships they develop:
your heroes fight better
standing shoulder to
shoulder with friends, for
example. The action is
fast-paced and easy to
pick up yet surprisingly
complex beneath the
surface, and there are
enough missions and side
quests to keep you busy for
weeks. Throw in excellent
3D graphics and a twisty
storyline, and you have all the
ingredients for an engrossing
challenge. Stuart Andrews

THIS WEEK
Apps for making posters
Poster+
Free; iPhone
Create posters
from templates
using this app.
Choose a layout
and typography from dozens
of examples and then add a
background by taking a photo
or by using a saved image.
Tap into any text box to enter
your own words, and move,
resize, reshape and change
the colour of any element,
and then save the poster and
share it on social networks or
export it for printing. The
resolution isn’t huge: it will
look great on a website and
you’ll get a photo-print quality
at postcard size or an A4 copy
from a laser printer, but
anything bigger will look
pixelated. Many templates are
locked: a £2.49 payment frees
them all, or you can buy
batches at 69p a time.
Phoster
£1.49; iPad, iPhone
An upfront
payment gives you
all 197 templates
available with this
app, not just in the traditional,

upright poster format but also
in landscape and square
shapes. Select a template,
add a photo and replace the
dummy copy with your own
words and you’ll have
professional-looking results.
This really does take mere
seconds, although it’s worth
taking the time to move
boxes, tweak type sizes and
experiment with colours —
easier to do on an iPad than
an iPhone — and apply
Instagram-like filters to your
photo. The usual sharing
options are there, and should
you want to print the results,
you get a much larger version
than Poster+ offers: up to A4
size in photo quality. The
square shape is particularly
useful for creating cover
artwork for a CD or other type
of disc.
Keep Calm Creator
Free; iPad, iPhone
No roundup of
poster apps could
ignore the Keep
Calm and Carry
On phenomenon. The Ministry
of Information posters,
millions of which were printed

at the start of the Second
World War, is now out of
crown copyright (although the
maker of this app doesn’t
even give a nod to the original
design that inspired it). As
you’d imagine, you can
replace the stark words with
your own, substitute the
Tudor crown at the top with
any of dozens of other logos,
from a bowler hat to Bob
Marley, and muck around with
the background and font
colours. Substituting the
background with your own
photo, however, takes a oneoff 69p upgrade, as does the
option to tap into 1,000
additional logos. Final
versions aren’t suitable for
printing, although they look
fine on a phone or computer
display. The free Keep Calm
app for Android does
something similar, although
without the option to add a
background photo.
sunday times online

For the definitive guide to
apps and games, go to
thesundaytimes.co.uk/
theapplist

DON’T PANIC

Your tech problems solved by our experts

Q

Is there a program that
will allow me to create
a computer font from my
own handwriting?
PH, Nantwich

Look no further than the
Awhich
MyScriptFont service,
is free to use at

myscriptfont.com. It allows
you to download a PDF
template. Print this out, fill in
its letter grid in your own
writing (a felt-tip pen is best),
scan in the completed sheet
and upload it to the website,
and My ScriptFont will
generate a typeface from it.
This can be saved in formats
for use with a PC, Mac or
Linux computer.
The higher the resolution
you scan your handwriting,
the better-looking the finished
product will be. MyScriptFont
recommends scanning at
150-300dpi (dots per inch).
Don’t have a scanner?
Carefully take a face-on snap
in good light using a phone or
a digital camera instead.
Although you will be able to
use the typeface on your own
computer, be aware that any
documents you create with it
will revert to the normal
system fonts when viewed on
someone else’s machine. The

exceptions are Microsoft Word
and Powerpoint documents,
which can be saved with your
home-grown font “embedded”.
Under the Tools or File menu,
select Options and Save and
then tick the “Embed fonts in
the file” box to enable this.
You already have a fake
handwritten font on your
computer: Comic Sans. Just be
wary about using it online, as
it’s loathed by designers, who
may ridicule your work by
linking to it from sites such as
bancomicsans.com. Check out
that URL for examples of their
wrath — particularly when the
font has been inappropriately
used for conveying serious
messages. Tony Smith

Q

My daughter does her
online banking via the

network point provided by
her student housing. I have
installed security software
on her laptop and enabled
the “not visible to other
network users” option in
Windows. Will this keep
her details safe?
CD, Devon

have taken the sensible
AyourYou
precaution of making sure
daughter’s laptop will not
be seen by anyone else on her
accommodation’s network.
But this may not help if she
connects over wi-fi, because
criminals can break into and
decrypt that wireless
connection, or even set up a
fake wi-fi zone of their own to
record transactions.
There are free applications
such as Hotspot Shield
(hotspotshield.com) that add
an extra layer of security to
guard against such snooping,
but there’s no real defence
against a determined hacker.
However, the probability of
criminals going to such
lengths to crack the traffic of a
household of students is very
small. Nigel Powell

Email your tech
queries to dontpanic@
sunday-times.co.uk

